Can you click on the picture below and have a go the LIRA questions?
Literal: What is it that Ariel wants?
Inference: Why do you think Ariel wants to be human?

There have been numerous orders placed for
cookie lovers in Barnsley. Can you work out how
much of each of the ingredients you would need
to fulfil each order.

Inference: Do you think Ursula does live to help others?
Literal: What does the word unfortunate mean?
Reader Response: Why do you feel Ursula would admit to being nasty?

Click below to see the full set
of instructions. Each serving
makes 8 cookies.

Cookies are sold in bags of 8 for £1.34
Mrs Whitehouse wants to put an order in for 9
bags and she has £17.
Can she order them? How many more bags could
she order with any change left?
Mr Huckstepp received £1.24 change from £20.
How many bags did he purchase?
Mr Huckstepp is planning on sharing his cookies
with 13 people. How many cookies does each
person get and are there any left over?

‘Its impossible to make less
than 8 cookies because I
only have the correct
measurements for each
ingredient so 8 is the
minimum number of
cookies I can make!’
Do you agree or disagree
with this quote?
Could you make 4 cookies? 3
cookies? 2 cookies?

Start the day the right way, with this quick, easy and nutritious breakfast. Click on the link below to see the full step by step
method to make your dippy egg just right!

Can you click on the picture below
and have a go the LIRA questions?

Inference: What does Ursula mean when
she uses the adjective poor?
Literal: What two things in this part of the
songs tells us she is a witch?
Author Intent: What does it mean to be a
saint?

Click here for the text version…

Reader Response: On a scale of 1-5 how
effective is the word flocking to explain
how people come to Ursula? Why?

Each slice of bread can be
cut into fifths. How many
fifths will there be if 7
pieces of bread are cut into
soldiers?

possessed, unfortunate, repented, merfolk
From the clip, can you identify all the points for and
against Ariel becoming a human?

Reader Response: What is the dilemma for
Ariel?

Should Ariel need to sacrifice anything for a prince? Yes, no, maybe?
Can you segment your argument using paragraphs? You could even create a
for and against paragraph and then conclude your thoughts.
Can you create a video diary from the perspective of Ariel after meeting
Ursela? If pretending to be Ariel isn’t your thing maybe you could do the
task from the perspective of Sebastian looking on at the situation?

I am taking orders and need to work out how many slices of
toast I need. Can you add the orders below and write your
answer as a mixed fraction?
Order 1: 2 ½ slices
Order 2: 1 and ½ slices
Order 3: 3 and ¼ slices
Order 4: 2 and ¾ slices

Can you define the words Ursula uses in her song?
Once defined can you use them in context?

Can you describe the character of Ursula using a variety of
descriptive devices?
Similes, metaphors, personification, show not tell

